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A new approach to the inversion of gravity data utilizing the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is
used to model 2D vertical faults. The PSO algorithm is stochastic in nature; its development was motivated by
the communal in-flight performance of birds looking for food. The birds are represented by particles (ormodels).
Individual particles have a location and a velocity vector. The location vectors represent the parameter value. PSO
is adjusted with random particles (models) and searches for targets by updating generations.
Herein, the PSO algorithm is applied to three synthetic data sets (residual only with and without noise, residual
plus regional, residual plus anomaly generated by a buried cylinder structure) and two field gravity data sets ac-
quired across known faults in Egypt. Assessment of the synthetic data demonstrates that the PSO algorithm gen-
erates superior results if afirst horizontal gradient (FHG)filter is appliedfirst. The robustness of the PSO inversion
algorithm is demonstrated for both synthetic and field gravity data.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The gravity method has an extensive variety of applications, for ex-
amples, sedimentary basin delineation (Singh and Singh, 2017), hydro-
carbon exploration (Assaad, 2009; Eppelbaum and Khesin, 2012),
mineral exploration (Essa, 2007; Lelièvre et al., 2012), archaeology
(Linford, 2006; Panisova and Pasteka, 2009), hydrogeology (Murty
and Raghavan, 2002; Al-Garni, 2005; Araffa et al., 2015), fault investiga-
tion (Essa, 2013; Abdelrahman and Essa, 2015) and cavity detection
(Camacho et al., 1994; Essa, 2011). The conventional inversion of grav-
ity data is subject to limitations including ill-poseness and non-
uniqueness and requires a priori information about density contrasts
(Tarantola, 2005; Essa, 2014; Mehanee, 2014; Mehanee and Essa,
2015). To over-come some of these limitations, various alternate inver-
sion methods have been developed (e.g., Nettleton, 1962; Paul et al.,
1966; Green, 1976; Jain, 1976; Telford et al., 1976; Kilty, 1983; Gupta
and Pokhriyal, 1990; Abdelrahman et al., 2003; Abdelrahman et al.,
2006; Abdelrahman et al., 2013; Biswas, 2015).

For example, metaheuristic techniques have been used as alterna-
tives to the conventional inversion techniques and are designed to
solve hard optimization problems with the objective of finding a more

precise solution in limited time (Sen and Stoffa, 2013). These
metaheuristic techniques include several different approaches includ-
ing genetic algorithm (Tiampo et al., 2004; Amjadi and Naji, 2013;
Kaftan, 2017), particle swarm optimization (Toushmalani, 2013; Singh
and Biswas, 2016), differential evolution (Wu et al., 2014; Balkaya
et al., 2017), simulated annealing (Biswas et al., 2014; Biswas et al.,
2017), ant colony optimization (Liu et al., 2014; Alvandi and Asil,
2018) and hybrid genetic-price algorithm (Di Maio et al., 2016).

For the research presented herein, the particle swarm optimization
(PSO) approach was used to invert gravity datasets for a 2D vertical
fault structure in an effort to calculate fault parameters (depth (z), am-
plitude factor (K), and the origin of the fault trace (xo)). The PSO algo-
rithm has been applied to three synthetic data sets and two field data
sets. Some of the synthetic and field Bouguer gravity data contain both
residual and regional anomalies. In these cases, accuracy of the output
of the PSO inversion depends on the algorithms ability to differentiate
the regional and residual anomalies using the first horizontal gradient
(FHG) method for several window lengths (s-value).

The PSO approach has been applied to three synthetic models. The
first model represents Bouguer gravity data across a 2D vertical fault
with a 1st order polynomial regional. The second model includes ran-
dom noise on a pure residual gravity anomaly. The third model was de-
signed to demonstrate the impact of an interfered structure. The PSO
approach method is also applied to two real field data sets acquired
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across known faults in Egypt in an attempt to assess the robustness and
applicability of the PSO approach when applied to real gravity data.

2. Methodology

The measured Bouguer gravity anomaly is comprised of the residual
anomaly generated by the faulted structure and the undesired regional
anomaly as follows:

Δg xið Þ ¼ R xi, zð Þ þ Z xið Þ ð1Þ

where Δg(xi) is the Bouguer gravity anomaly (mGal), R(xi,z) is the
residual gravity anomaly (mGal) and Z(xi) is the regional gravity

anomaly (mGal). The objectives are to use the first horizontal gradi-
ent method to isolate the residual gravity anomaly and the PSO ap-
proach to invert it.

2.1. The 2D vertical fault forward modelling

The gravity anomaly of a 2D one-sided vertical fault or semi-infinite
thin sheet can be expressed as (Abdelrahman and Essa, 2013; Hinze
et al., 2013) (Fig. 1):

R xi, zð Þ ¼ K
1
2
þ 1
π
tan−1 xi−xo

z

� �� �
, i ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . . . . . . . . . :N ð2Þ

Fig. 1. Tope panel represents synthetic 2D vertical fault model (K= 80mGal, z = 6m, xo= 0m and profile length= 120m) and a 1st-order polynomial for the regional anomaly. Lower
panel represents a schematic figure showing the cross-sections and parameters.
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where xi is the horizontal location, z is the depth, xo is the origin and K is
the amplitude factor (=2πGΔσt), G is the gravitational constant, Δσ is
the density contrast, and t is the thickness or throw of the fault.

2.2. The PSO inversion algorithm

The PSO algorithmwas developed by Eberhart and Kennedy (1995).
The PSO progression is stochastic in nature; its development was moti-
vated by the communal in-flight performance of birds looking for food.
The birds are represented by particles (or models). Individual particles
have a location and a velocity vector. The location vectors represent
the parameter value. PSO is adjusted with random particles (models)
and searches for targets by updating generations. In each iteration,
every particle updates its velocity and location using Eqs. (3) and (4)
(Essa and Elhussein, 2018). The best position (Tbest) reached by particle
is kept in thememory of the particlewhile Jbest model represent the best
area reached by any particle. The following formulas represent the up-
date of particle's velocity and particle's location respectively.

Vkþ1
i ¼ c3V

k
i þ c1randðÞ Tbest−Pkþ1

i

� �
þ c2randðÞ Jbest−Pkþ1

i

� �
ð3Þ

Pkþ1
i ¼ Pki þ Vkþ1

i ð4Þ

where vik is the ith particle velocity at the kth iteration, Pikis the current ith

particle position at the kth iteration, rand() is a random number be-
tween 0 and 1, c1 and c2 are cognitive and social coefficients and equal
2 (Parsopoulos and Vrahatis, 2002; Sweilam et al., 2007), c3 is the iner-
tial coefficient that governs the particle velocity and its value less than 1.
The PSO algorithm was applied to several different data sets.

For those examples where a regional anomaly was present, the first
horizontal gradient method was used to remove the regional back-
ground using the following approach based on Eq. (1), using two obser-
vation points (xi – s, xi + s) along anomaly profile. The filtered first
horizontal gradient (FHG) of the gravity anomaly is assumedby the sub-
sequent form:

FHG xi, z, sð Þ ¼ Δg xi þ sð Þ−Δg xi−sð Þ
2 s

ð5Þ

where: s= 1, 2,…. M spacing unitswhich is called graticule spacing,Δg
is the Bouguer gravity anomaly.

The PSO algorithmwas then applied to each FHG anomaly profile to
calculate the fault parameters z, K and xo.

For the anomalieswhere only residual gravity datawere present, the
PSO algorithm was applied directly to the Bouguer gravity data.
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Fig. 2. FHG (first horizontal gradient) anomalies for Fig. 1.

Table 1
Numerical results of the PSO-inversion algorithm for the Bouguer gravity anomaly profile (Fig. 1 and Eq. 8)which is consisting of a 2D vertical faultmodel (K=80mGal, z=6m, xo=0m
and profile length = 120 m) and a 1st-order polynomial for the regional gravity anomaly.

Parameters Used ranges Using the PSO-inversion for the Bouguer gravity data Using the PSO-inversion for the pure
residual gravity data

results results Error (%) RMSE (mGal)

s = 3 m s = 4 m s = 5 m s = 6 m Average-value Error(%) RMSE
(mGal)

K (mGal) 10–300 80 80 80 80 80 ± 0 0 0 60 25.0 76.6
z (m) 1–10 6 6 6 6 6 ± 0 0 4 33.3
xo (m) −10 - 10 0 0 0 0 0 ± 0 0 −0.23 –

3N.L. Anderson et al. / Journal of Applied Geophysics 179 (2020) 104120



Fig. 3. Synthetic 2D vertical fault model (K = 100 mGal, z = 7 m, xo = 3 m and profile length = 120 m) without and with a 10% random noise.

Fig. 4. FHG (first horizontal gradient) anomalies for Fig. 3 in case of 0% noise.
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2.3. The inverse modelling

Inverse modelling of gravity data across a fault is an attempt to de-
termine the best-fit fault parameters for the Bouguer gravity data (ei-
ther synthetic or real). In most cases, initial parameters must be
assumed (Tarantola, 2005; Mehanee et al., 2011). A good initial model
is generally developed based on available information from geology,
drilling or other geophysical techniques (Zhdanov, 2002; Mehanee
and Essa, 2015). The initial model is progressively refined at each itera-
tive step until a best-fit between the measured and the predicated data
is achieved. In every iterative step, the fault parameters are changed to
get the best values by mimicking the next objective function (φobj),
where:

φobj ¼
2∑

N

i¼1
goi −gpi
�� ��

∑
N

i¼1
goi −gpi
�� ��þ∑

N

i¼1
goi þ gpi
�� ��

ð6Þ

N is the number of observed points, gio is the observed gravity anom-
aly and gi

p is the predicted gravity anomaly at the point xi.
After estimating the fault parameters (z, K, xo) of the 2D buried ver-

tical fault, the whole error (RMSE) between the measured and calcu-
lated fields is estimated using the following formula:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
N

i¼1
goi xið Þ−gpi xið Þ� 	2

N

vuuut
ð7Þ

3. Application of PSO approach to synthetic examples

The PSO inversion approach was applied to three synthetic models.
The first synthetic model is the residual gravity anomaly of 2D vertical
fault (K= 80mGal, z = 6m and xo= 0m) superposed on the regional
field (1st order polynomial). The secondmodel is a pure residual gravity
anomaly of a 2D vertical fault (K = 100 mGal, z = 7 m and xo = 3 m)

Table 2
Numerical results of the PSO-inversion algorithm for the residual gravity anomaly profile (Fig. 3 and Eq. 9)which is consisting of a 2Dvertical faultmodel (K=100mGal, z=7m, xo=3m
and profile length = 120 m) without and with 10% random noise.

Parameters Used ranges Using the PSO-inversion for the Bouguer gravity data Using the PSO-inversion for the pure
residual gravity data

without using random noise

s = 3 m s = 4 m s = 5 m s = 6 m Average-value Error (%) RMSE (mGal) results Error (%) RMSE (mGal)

K (mGal) 10–300 100 100 100 100 100 ± 0 0 0 100 0 0
z (m) 1–10 7 7 7 7 7 ± 0 0 7 0
xo (m) −10 - 10 3 3 3 3 3 ± 0 0 3 0

with using 10% random noise
K (mGal) 10–300 116.7 111.5 108.9 90.1 106.8 ± 11.6 6.82 5.42 82.6 17.4 10.9
z (m) 1–10 6.6 7.1 6.6 7 6.83 ± 0.26 2.43 7.3 4.3
xo (m) −10 - 10 2.68 2.45 2.6 2.39 2.53 ± 0.13 15.67 3.7 22.7

Fig. 5. FHG (first horizontal gradient) anomalies for Fig. 3 in case of 10% noise.
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Fig. 6. Synthetic a 2D vertical fault model (K= 150mGal, z = 5m, xo=−3m and profile length= 120m) and an interfered structure of a horizontal cylindermodel (K= 200mGal×m,
z = 10 m, xo = 30 m and profile length = 120 m).

Fig. 7. FHG (first horizontal gradient) anomalies for Fig. 6.
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without and with 10% noise. The third model is the residual anomaly of
2D vertical fault superposed on the gravity anomaly generated by a
proximal buried cylindrical structure the effect of interfered structure
with the target source.

3.1. 1st synthetic model

The first model consists of a 2D vertical fault with K = 80 mGal,
z = 6 m, xo = 0 m, profile length = 120 m plus a 1st order polynomial
(regional background) (Fig. 1) as:

Δg xi, zð Þ ¼ 80
1
2
þ 1
π
tan−1 xi

6

� �
 �
þ 2xi−10ð Þ ð8Þ

The FHGmethodwas used tominimize the regional anomaly at var-
iouswindow lengths (s= 3, 4, 5 and 6m) (Fig. 2). The PSO inversion al-
gorithm was then used to calculate the fault parameters (z, K, xo) for
every s-value (Table 1). Table 1 is a summary of the assessed results
and the ranges of every parameter. The assessed results for each param-
eter (z, K, xo) are in close agreement with the known input model
parameters.

The combination anomaly (regional and residual) was also treated
as a pure residual anomaly and inverted using the PSO approach. The
results are summarized in Table 1. The errors in model parameters
(z, K) are 33.3% and 25%, respectively, and the RMSE is 76.6 mGal.
These results indicate that the PSO inversion algorithm is not effective
in the presence of a significant regional anomaly.

Table 3
Numerical results of the PSO-inversion algorithm for the Bouguer gravity anomaly profile (Fig. 6 and Eq. 10) which is consisting of a 2D vertical fault model (K = 150 mGal, z = 5 m,
xo = −3 m and profile length = 120 m) and an interfered structure of a horizontal cylinder model (K = 200 mGal×m, z = 10 m, xo = 30 m and profile length = 120 m).

Parameters Used ranges Using the PSO-inversion for the Bouguer gravity data Using the PSO-inversion for the pure
residual gravity data

results results Error (%) RMSE (mGal)

s = 3 m s = 4 m s = 5 m s = 6 m Average-value Error (%) RMSE (mGal)

K (mGal) 10–300 141.4 152.88 162.28 169.88 156.6 ± 12.3 4.4 4.4 143.6 4.3 11.1
z (m) 1–10 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 ± 0.1 3 5.1 2
xo (m) −10 − 10 −2.9 −2.9 −2.9 −2.8 −2.9 ± 0.03 3 −3.02 0.6

Fig. 8. Geological map of South Aswan area, showing the location of the Gazelle fault (modified after Woodward-Clyde Consultants., 1985; Abdelrahman et al., 2013).
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3.2. 2nd synthetic model

The secondmodel consist of a pure residual gravity anomaly for a 2D
vertical fault with K = 100 mGal, z = 7 m, xo = 3 m, profile length =
120 m (Fig. 3) and can be described as:

Δg xi, zð Þ ¼ 100
1
2
þ 1
π
tan−1 xi−3

7

� �
 �
ð9Þ

The FHG method was used to simulate the minimization of the
non-existent regional anomaly at various window lengths (s = 3,
4, 5 and 6 m) (Fig. 4). The PSO inversion algorithm was then used
to calculate the fault parameters (z, K, xo) for every s-value
(Table 2). Table 2 indicates that the output parameters are similar
to the actual model parameters. The errors in all parameters and
the RMSE are zero.

In order to study the effect of background noise, 10% random
noise was added to the residual gravity anomaly (Eq. (9)) (Fig. 3).
The process described above was used to calculate the fault parame-
ters (z, K, xo) for a 2D vertical fault model. The FHG anomalies are
represented in Fig. 5 for the same s-value (s = 3, 4, 5 and 6 m). The
estimated fault parameters are tabulated in Table 2. As noted, the
PSO inversion of noisy data after the application of the FHG algorithm

is superior to simply processing data without applying FHG because
the RMSE = 5.42 mGal (in the 1st case) and is less than the RMSE
(10.9 mGal) in the 2nd case.

3.3. 3rd synthetic model

The third model consists of a 2D vertical fault with K = 150 mGal,
z=5m, xo=−3m, profile length=120m and a proximal buried hor-
izontal cylinder with K = 200 mGal×m, z = 10 m, and xo = 30 m
(Fig. 6) described by the following formula:

Δg xi, zð Þ ¼ 150
1
2
þ 1
π
tan−1 xi þ 3

5

� �
 �
þ 2000

xi−30ð Þ2 þ 100
h i ð10Þ

The FHG algorithm and PSO inversion were applied to the interfered
gravitymodel. The FHGgravity anomalies for numerous s-values (s=3,
4, 5 and 6 m) are depicted in Fig. 7. The output fault parameters esti-
mated are presented in Table 3. Table 3 shows that the RMSE (4.4
mGal) for the Bouguer gravity data is less than the RMSE (11.1 mGal)
for the gravity data when used directly, implying it is best to apply the
FHG method first to the gravity data to remove the unwanted
anomalies.

Fig. 9. Top panel represents the misfit between the observed and the predicted anomaly. Lower panel is the observed and predicted gravity anomaly for Gazelle fault, Egypt.
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4. Application of PSO approach to field examples

Two field examples from Egypt were inverted to demonstrate the
robustness and efficiency of the PSO inversion algorithm. The impor-
tance of this study is to explore various subsurface issues related to
fault or lineament analysis.

4.1. Gazelle fault example, Egypt

The Gazelle fault is located south of Aswan and trends N-S, has a
length of 35 km and an inferred left-slip sense of displacement with
no active features or ground cracks observed along the fault trace. The
fault plane is nearly vertically (Issawi, 1969). The composite fault
plane description indicates a nearly strike-slip fault with a normal-
fault component (Fat-Helbary and Tealeb, 2002; Sawires et al., 2015).

This fault is situated wholly through rocks latest Cretaceous sandstones
and shale of Nubian Formation (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1985;
Abdelrahman et al., 2013) (Fig. 8). Fig. 9 shows a Bouguer gravity profile
of length 5000 m and was digitized at an interval of 62.5 m. First case,
the PSO inversion algorithm was applied to the FHG anomalies using
Eq. (5) and different s-value (s = 125, 187.5, 250, 312.5, 375, 437.5

Fig. 10. FHG (first horizontal gradient) anomalies for Fig. 9.

Table 4
Numerical results for the Gazelle fault, Egypt using the first technique.

Parameters Used ranges Results Average RMSE (mGal)

s = 125 m s = 187.5 m s = 250 m s = 312.5 m s = 375 m s = 437.5 m s = 500 m

K (mGal) 1–100 16.27 11.67 13.25 9.62 14.37 11.71 15.83 13.25 ± 2.42 1.24
z (m) 150–400 321.88 309.38 300.63 269.37 314.39 318.13 325.63 308.49 ± 19.12
xo (m) −6 - 6 −0.91 −1 −1 −1.04 −0.79 −0.96 −1.28 −0.99 ± 0.15

Table 5
Numerical results for the Gazelle fault, Egypt using the second technique.

Parameters Used ranges Results RMSE (mGal)

K (mGal) 1–100 10.61 2.12
z (m) 150–400 319.79
xo (m) −6 - 6 −0.93

9N.L. Anderson et al. / Journal of Applied Geophysics 179 (2020) 104120



and 500 m) (Fig. 10). The estimated results are K= 13.25 ± 2.42mGal,
z= 308.49± 19.12m and xo=−0.99± 0.15mwith the RMSE=1.24
mGal (Table 4). Second case, the PSO inversion algorithm was also ap-
plied to the Bouguer gravity data considering these data as the pure re-
sidual gravity anomaly. The predicated result are: K = 10.61 mGal, z =
319.79 m and xo = −0.93 m with a RMSE = 2.12 mGal (Table 5). The
results by using the PSO method convolved with the FHG method
have a reasonable agreement with the results attained from drilling in-
formation (z = 300 m) (Evans et al., 1991; Abdelrahman et al., 2013;
Essa, 2013; Abdelrahman and Essa, 2015).

4.2. Mersa Matruh fault example, Egypt

The Mersa Matruh fault example is from the Mersa Matruh basin
in the Northwestern Desert of Egypt. The fault zone trends NE-SW

as determined from stratigraphy of the boreholes MM (Mersa Ma-
truh) and S (Siqueifa) in the study area (Fig. 11). According to
Said (1962) and Barakat and Darwish (1984), the faulting is Lower
Cretaceous in age. The throw of the fault is nearly 610 m and the
depth extent of the fault is more than 4000 m. A Bouguer gravity
anomaly profile of length 43,200 m (Fig. 11) was digitized at an in-
terval of 450 m. First case, the digitized profile was subjected to
FHG filtering using different s-value (s = 900, 1350, 1800, 2250,
2700, 3150 and 3600 m) (Fig. 12). The PSO inversion algorithm
was applied to the output FHG anomalies to obtain the fault param-
eters (Table 6). The calculated parameters are consistent with bore-
hole information. Second case, the PSO inversion algorithm was also
applied to the Bouguer gravity data considering these data as the
pure residual gravity anomaly, the predicted results were shown
in Table 7.

Fig. 11. Toppanel represents themisfit between the observed and thepredicted anomaly.Middle panel is the observedand predicted gravity anomaly forMersaMatruh fault, Egypt. Lower
panel is the geologic cross-section.
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5. Conclusions

The robustness of the PSO-inversion algorithm was demonstrated
for both synthetic and real gravity data and for residual gravity data
(only) and residual plus regional gravity data. The gravity data process-
ing was a two-step process. In step 1, the FHG algorithm is applied to
minimize regional trends and background noise. In step 2, the PSO in-
version algorithm is applied to determine fault parameters. The assess-
ment of results confirmed that the FHGmethod is more stable than the
conventional direct interpretation of gravity data. The PSO applications
to the interpretation of the fault models is superior because it does not
need a priori model information, provides for quick convergence and
is robust with respect to the computation of the model parameters. In
subsequent studies, this approach will be extended to the analyses of

magnetic and self-potential anomalies in support of mineral
exploration.
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Fig. 12. FHG (first horizontal gradient) anomalies for Fig. 11.

Table 6
Numerical results for the Mersa Matruh fault, Egypt using the first technique.

Parameters Used ranges Results Average RMSE (mGal)

s = 900 m s = 1350 m s = 1800 m s = 2250 m s = 2700 m s = 3150 m s = 3600 m

K (mGal) 1–100 13.87 14.04 14.61 15.27 15.81 14.97 16.02 14.94 ± 0.83 0.70
z (m) 1500–4500 3825 3892.5 3928.5 3955.54 4009.47 4056.75 4158 3975.11 ± 110.46
xo (m) −6 - 6 −0.74 −0.79 −0.83 −0.68 −0.91 −0.97 −1.04 −0.85 ± 0.13

Table 7
Numerical results for the Mersa Matruh fault, Egypt using the second technique.

Parameters Used ranges Results RMSE (mGal)

K (mGal) 1–100 13.71 1.17
z (m) 1500–4500 3982.5
xo (m) −6 - 6 −0.97
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